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Abstract

In the view of transmutation of transuranium (TRU) elements, molten salt fast reactors (MSFRs) offer certain advantages
compared to solid fuelled reactor types like sodium cooled fast reactors (SFRs). In the first part these advantages are
discussed in comparison with the SFR technology, and the research challenges are analyzed. In the second part cycle studies
for the MSFR are given for different configurations – a core with U-238 fertile, a fertile free core, and a core with Th-232 as
fertile material. For all cases, the transmutation potential is determined and efficient transmutation performance for the case
with thorium as a fertile material as well as for the fertile free case is demonstrated and the individual advantages are
discussed. The time evolution of different important isotopes is analyzed. In the third part a strategy for the optimization of
the transmutation efficiency is developed. The final aim is dictated by the phase out decision of the German government,
which requests to put the focus on the determination of the maximal transmutation efficiency and on an as much as
possible reduced leftover of transuranium elements at the end of the reactor life. This minimal leftover is achieved by a two
step procedure of a first transmuter operation phase followed by a second deep burning phase. There the U-233, which is
bred in the blanket of the core consisting of thorium containing salt, is used as feed. It is demonstrated, that transmutation
rates up to more than 90% can be achieved for all transuranium isotopes, while the production of undesired high elements
like californium is very limited. Additionally, the adaptations needed for the simulation of a MSFR, and the used tool HELIOS
1.10 is described.
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Introduction

In the today’s view molten salt reactors have a long history,

based on a, somewhat curious idea of the early phase of nuclear

development in the late 40s and early 50s. ..The idea of using

molten fluoride salts and thus liquid nuclear fuel in a reactor is

rather old. Molten salt reactors were already proposed during the

post-World War II attempt to design the nuclear powered aircraft.

The Aircraft Reactor Experiment, a small thermal reactor

(2.5MW) using circulating molten salt, operated for several days

in 1953,, [1]. This first experiment has been followed by a

larger scale experiment with 8 MW thermal, the Molten Salt

Reactor Experiment (MSRE)...Design of the MSRE started in

the summer of 1960 and construction started 18 month later, at

the beginning of 1962. The reactor went critical in June 1965, and

was briefly at full power a year later ,, [1]. A major step in the

MSRE was the demonstration of the use of thorium as fertile

material and U-233 as fissile material. The reactor was operated

until December 1969 and the U-235 fuel salt was successively

replaced with U-233. Finally, the reactor was operated with U-233

fuel for several months. It was the first time U-233 has been used

as reactor fuel. [1]

The molten salt reactor technology has attracted some new

interest which was focused in the EURATOM project MOST –

review on MOlten Salt reactor Technology [2,3]. Following the

MOST project, two recent important projects have been launched

EVOL [4,5] and MOSART [6,7]. This new interest can be

explained by some really interesting features of the molten fluoride

salts. ..Molten fluoride salts have some beneficial characteristics,

like the wide range of solubility of uranium and thorium, the

thermodynamic stability and the resistance against radiologic

decomposition, the low vapor pressure at operation temperature

and the compatibility with nickel based alloys which are

traditionally used as construction material,, [1]. In contrast to

the MSRE, both current projects focus on the development of a

molten salt reactor with fast neutron spectrum, thus without

graphite used for moderation in the MSRE.

In addition to the specific features of the fluoride salts, molten

salt fast reactors (MSFRs) exhibit large negative temperature and

void reactivity effects. These large negative effects lead to a

favorable, much more stable operational behavior than in classical

fast reactors with solid fuel. The strong negative feedback effects

are a unique safety characteristic which is not found in any kind of

solid-fuelled fast reactors [8] and lead consequently to superior

inherent safety characteristics. MSFR systems have been recog-

nized as a long term alternative to solid-fuelled fast-neutron

systems due to several additional unique favorable features (smaller
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fissile inventory, easy in-service inspection, simplified fuel cycle,

etc.) [9].

In the frame of the development of future energy resources and

an improved nuclear waste management, the specific molten salt

reactor concept offers a large capability of different operational

regimes. Previous studies led to the definition of the MSFR

concept, which is now one of the six concepts selected by the

Generation IV International Forum (GIF) [9] for the further study.

In contrast to molten salt reactors previously studied, the

specificity of the MSFR is the removal of any solid moderator

(usually graphite) from the core. This choice is motivated by the

study of parameters such as feedback effects, breeding ratio,

graphite lifespan, and U-233 initial inventory [8]. This change

results in a fast neutron spectrum molten salt reactor [10]. The

MSFR is proposed to be operated in the Th/U-233 fuel cycle with

fluoride salts. Since U-233 does not exist in nature, it is foreseen to

start the reactor based on plutonium and minor actinides (TRUs

or transuranium isotopes), produced in currently operating

reactors as fissile material [11].

This study is focused on the optimization of the transmutation

performance in the case of a phase out of energy production in

nuclear power plants, like it is envisaged in Germany.

As a result of the Fukushima event, the German government has

decided to close down 8 nuclear power plants (NPPs) immediately.

The remaining 9 NPPs will be staggered shut down, with the last 2

ones in 2022 [18]. Former studies on the transuranium isotope

(TRU) accumulation due to the operation of the NPPs lead to the

following approximate TRU amounts in Germany at the end of

the nuclear reactor operation period: ,135 t plutonium, ,13.5 t

americium, and ,1.7 t curium [14,15,16]. These amounts of

TRU were foreseen to be put to a final repository when/if a

location is found. The absolute amounts are slightly reduced due

to the rapid close down of 8 plants. The most recent studies

considering the nuclear phase out decision predict 131 t

plutonium, 6.2 t neptunium, 14.6 t americium, and 0.7 t curium

[17] in 2022. In addition to the final disposal in deep geologic

formations the waste management strategy of Partitioning and

Transmutation (P&T) is under intensive discussion in Germany

now [19].

The major questions are: Do MSFRs show significant

advantages for TRU transmutation in the case of a nuclear phase

out? Which MSFR configuration offers the most efficient TRU

transmutation performance? Is it possible to solve the so-called last

transmuter problem efficiently in an MSFR by burning more than

90% of the TRUs?

P&T is recognized as an alternative to the direct final disposal of

burnt reactor fuel. But with the special view of the nuclear phase

out, there is always the limitation of the remaining last reactor load

– the so-called last transmuter problem. Thus up to now the

transmutation is foreseen mostly as an option in combination with

continued operation of the nuclear reactor park. The reason for

this is that transmutation is investigated and evaluated mostly on

the basis of GEN-IV requirements: ..Generation IV nuclear

energy systems will minimize and manage their nuclear waste and

notably reduce the long-term stewardship burden, thereby

improving protection for the public health and the environ-

ment,, [20]. Consequently, the option P&T with the focus on

the special problems arising in conjunction with the phase out of

electric energy production in nuclear power plants in Germany is

not studied in the frame of the GEN-IV initiative at all.

MSFR Features for Transmutation

A reactor with fast neutron spectrum is essential for an efficient

transmutation of transuranium isotopes. A wide range of

experience in fast reactor design, construction, and operation is

available only for sodium cooled fast reactors (SFRs). The existing

sodium cooled fast reactors have shown excellent operational

behaviour within the last 10 years, and new designs and methods

are available to improve safety significantly. This feature makes

SFRs the most mature choice in fast reactor technology [24]

today. Additionally, the technical feasibility of the transmutation of

plutonium and minor actinides has been demonstrated in the

PHÉNIX reactor [25], a SFR. Nevertheless, it has to be

recognized that the early SFRs, designed in the 1970s, have been

designed with the objective of efficient breeding of new fissile

materials and not for the transmutation of TRUs.

The new SFR designs, which are currently under development,

follow other design criteria than those used for systems dating from

the 1970s. Fuel breeding is not the major task anymore; thus, well-

balanced systems are designed with optimized feedback effects,

which results in excellent safety behavior [21]. Additionally, the

recently investigated use of fine distributed moderating material

offers the possibility of designable feedback effects, since the most

important inherent feedback effects, the Doppler and the coolant

effect, can be influenced significantly without negative implications

to the other safety and operationally relevant system parameters

[26,27,28,29]. Unfortunately, the amount of TRUs in the core of a

SFR is strictly limited due to the negative influence of some TRU

isotopes on the inherent safety effects of the reactor core even if the

effects can be reduced by the insertion of moderating material

[30,31]. Nevertheless, not only the consequences of TRU fuel on

safety, but also some technological issues limit the efficiency of

SFRs for TRU transmutation in the case of a nuclear phase out. In

this case high transmutation rates and long in core residence times

are essential. Generally, from the transmutation point of view,

conflicting targets always exist, when high transmutation rates are

requested:

& a high TRU content in the reactor core is required for efficient

transmutation

& no breeding is desired to avoid the built up of new TRU

isotopes, thus a fertile free core seems to be optimal

# but a very high Pu content is required for a fertile free core

# a very high Pu content tends to degrade the Pu vector; this

has already been discovered in the CAPRA project [32]

& long cycle time is required for efficient transmutation, since

TRUs are burnt only when the reactor operates

& long cycle time requires a small reactivity loss over cycle as a

design target for the core, or a core design with high excess

reactivity

# small reactivity loss over cycle requires breeding of new fissile

material, thus fertile material is essential

# high excess reactivity has negative safety consequences, since

a strong control system is required

& a high burnup is required for an efficient transmutation to

reduce the number of recycling steps

& short out of core period and long in core residence time of the

TRU fuel is required

MSFR for Transmutation
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The disagreement of the objectives becomes obvious when the

requests are combined, but some of the limitations can be

smoothen in the MSFR. Fertile free fuel causes a high reactivity

loss over the cycle due to the absence of a fertile material, since no

breeding of new fissile material occurs. Fortunately, this does not

cause any problem in MSR since, in contrast to solid fuelled

reactors, the reactivity loss can be compensated by online re-

feeding of fissile materials. Thus no excess reactivity is required at

all while in solid fuelled fast reactors always a reactivity reserve is

needed. The so-called excess reactivity is required to compensate

the reactivity loss during the period from one re-fuelling to the

next (usually , 9 – 12 months). In fertile free fuel this excess

reactivity has to be high to reach an acceptable long cycle time

when no breeding takes place to produce fresh fissile material

during the cycle like it is done in traditional fast reactor designs.

Two choices are possible for the designer. On the one hand it

would be possible to reduce the cycle time results in reduced

operational performance and prolonged out of operation time of

the reactor. Especially in a classical fast reactor, where tradition-

ally the outage time is longer than in LWR, this option is not very

attractive. The prolonged outage time in a fast, liquid metal cooled

reactor is caused by the more challenging fuel handling operations.

On the other hand it is possible to use a high excess reactivity

which requires a strong control system with effective single control

elements to compensate the excess reactivity at begin of cycle or a

very high number of costly and complex control elements which

have to be placed in the narrow space above the core. Due to

safety reasons, the effectiveness of a single control element is

required to be low to limit the reactivity insertion, caused by a

faulty movement of a control element. In SFR design, the

reduction of the reactivity loss over cycle is one of the main design

criteria for the development of modern, well balanced fast reactor

designs. It allows limiting the effectiveness of single control rods

and thus reduces the possible accident initiator of unprotected

transient over power events. This fact leads directly to the safety of

the fast reactor system itself. On the one hand, the amount of

minor actinides in homogeneous mode in a classical solid fuelled

fast reactor core has to be limited, since minor actinides reduce the

negative Doppler feedback effect, increase the positive coolant

feedback effect and the sodium void worth, and decrease the

control rod efficiency [30,31]. Additional problems arise from the

core design (helium production) and the fuel cycle considerations –

handling of fuel with high thermal power and considerable

neutron source [37]. The delayed neutron production is reduced

in the case of the absence of fertile materials. On the other hand,

MA transmutation efficiency increases with increasing MA content

[30,31]. In contrast, the structure of the feedback effects is

completely different in a fluid fuelled reactor like the MSFR. What

is called coolant effect in the SFRs, can be transferred to the

density effect of the salt in the MSFR while the Doppler effect

appears in both kind of reactors in a comparable way. The salt

density effect is strongly negative in all cases, due to the

coincidence of coolant and fuel in a molten salt reactor. A

decrease in the salt density due to a temperature increase coincides

with a decrease of the density of the fissile material dissolved in the

salt in the control volume. Thus the MSFR is a very stable system

with strong feedback effects which inherently tend to stabilize the

reactor at the given power level. The problem of the reduced

delayed neutron production is known and has been dealt with in

any fertile free core and has already been investigated in the

CAPRA concept [32]. So, it should be possible in a MSFR,

especially since in the MSFR no excess reactivity is required. Thus

possible accident initiators will be limited to a faulty operation of

the feeding system. This results in a rather slow transient which

will be counteracted by the strong negative feedback effect in the

MSFR. The long in core residence time can be assured in the

MSR, too, since the salt cleanup is to be performed online on a

small partial stream of hot fuel. In this case no extra cooling time

of fuel assemblies, no transport to the reprocessing, and no solid

fuel pellet production is required. Online reprocessing or salt

cleanup has to be designed, but losses in the process do ideally not

lead to an accumulation of TRUs in the final disposal stream. In

MSFR processing losses will mostly lead to an accumulation of

lanthanides in the core, since not the TRUs are extracted from the

bulk, but the fission products. Additionally, besides the partitioning

of the MA from the waste stream, another major hurdle in the

industrial implementation of a transmutation cycle is the

production of the solid fuel pellets with high MA content. This

process can lead to additional losses and the radiation level during

the production process is high. The fuel pellets are complicated to

handle and even have to be cooled when the TRU content is high.

All these problems are eliminated completely in MSRs. The same

can be stated for the major parts of the transports, since only

transports from the reprocessing of the LWR fuel to the MSFR are

need but no transports due to the required multi recycling in

SFRs. This reduces one of the most vulnerable points in nuclear

reactor operation since the transports are an important conden-

sation point for public protests in Germany.

Finally, the neutron spectrum has to be discussed. The neutron

spectrum in a MSFR is slightly softer than in other fast reactors;

like it is shown in the comparison with an oxide fuelled SFR and

the metal fuelled GUINEVERE experiment using a lead matrix

(see Figure 1). The reason for the softer spectrum is the high

amount of light materials (Li, F) in the core. Nevertheless, it has

already been shown that it does not lead to a high accumulation of

higher actinides [10]. Additionally, it has been demonstrated that

the transmutation efficiency in the slightly softer neutron spectrum

of a SFR with fine distributed moderating material (blue curve) is

nearly equal or even slightly better [30,31].

Method, Code, and Data

In this section the methods of calculation and the used model of

the MSFR are described. The transmutation performance of the

MSFR is evaluated using advanced computer simulations. The

calculations are based on the material configuration, the core

dimensions and the boundary conditions of the EVOL benchmark

definition. The benchmark calculations performed by several

project partners start on a neutronic MSFR benchmark to check

the required specific tools and to define together the suitable

parameters which will be used further to optimize the MSFR core

geometry. The reference MSFR is a 3000 MWth reactor with a

fast neutron spectrum and based on the thorium fuel cycle. It may

be started either with U-233 or TRU elements as initial fissile load.

In a first approach, which has to be refined during the project, the

core is a single cylinder (the diameter being equal to the height)

where the nuclear reactions occur within the flowing fuel salt

inside the cylinder [12], shown in Figure 2. The core is composed

of four volumes: the active core, the upper extraction area, the

lower injection area, and the out of core area with the heat

exchanger and the pumps.

Optimization studies have been performed prior to the

beginning of the EVOL project, relying on neutronic consider-

ations (feedback coefficients and breeding capacities), material

damages and heat evacuation efficiency, and resulting in a MSFR

configuration with a total fuel salt volume of 18 m3. Half of the salt

is located in the core and half in the external circuits explained

above. The salt’s thermal hydraulic behavior is closely coupled to

MSFR for Transmutation
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its neutronic behavior, because the salt’s circulating time (,4s) and

the lifetime of the precursors of delayed neutrons (,10s) are of the

same order of magnitude [12].

The salt configuration consists of 77.5% LiF with ThF4-(Pu-

MA)F3 in the core and with pure ThF4 in the blanket. The overall

fuel salt volume is 18 m3. It contains 30619 kg Th, and 12661 kg

TRU following the TRU vector given in Table 1 [13].

For the simulations, the HELIOS 1.10 code system with the

internal 47 energy group library is used [23]. The code is a 2D

spectral code with wide unstructured mesh capabilities and a

transport solver, based on the collision probability method [22]. It

is written for the calculation of solid structure fuel assemblies, thus

the possibility of online refueling and online reprocessing is not

foreseen. To deal with these very special features of molten salt

reactors a python script has been developed. The script is based on

the special features of HELIOS. All important information, which

is not changed during the whole reactor operation, is stored in an

expert input. The changing material configuration is given in the

user input. Both inputs are merged in the pre-processor

AURORA, which creates the complete input for the HELIOS

calculation run for the determination of the neutron flux

distribution and the burnup of the materials for a defined burnup

period. The results are evaluated in the post-processor ZENITH.

Here it can be decided which isotopes will be fed back into the

next user input which is created by the script (see Figure 3) and

thus into the reactor itself. Theoretically, it is possible precisely to

simulate a molten salt reactor by using small time steps in this

calculation loop. In a real MSR two different time scales for the

salt cleanup are planned, due to the different extraction methods

for the fission products. On the one hand, the helium bubbling,

which has a halving time of , 30s for gaseous fission products, is

used. On the other hand the online chemical salt cleanup which

takes 450 days to have a throughput of 100% of the fuel salt

volume. For the required long time investigation an approxima-

tion is used, only the second process is simulated and all fission

products are extracted after an operation time of 450 days. The

salt cleanup is established inside the post-processor, only the

isotopes which remain in the salt are forwarded to the script.

Figure 1. Comparison of the neutron spectrum in different fast reactor systems.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0092776.g001

Figure 2. (Left): Simplified to scale vertical scheme of the MSFR system including the core, blanket and fuel heat exchangers (IHX) –
(Right): Model of the core as used for the neutronic simulations with the fuel salt (yellow), the fertile salt (pink), the B4C protection
(orange) and the reflectors and 20 mm thick walls in Ni-based allow (blue) [12].
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0092776.g002

MSFR for Transmutation
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These isotopes are remaining the reactor for the next burnup step.

The isotopes or a share of the isotopes which will be dropped are

representing the isotope extraction in the salt processing system.

Additionally, a defined amount of material with a given isotope

vector, e. g. refill of thorium to the initial amount at each cycle

and/or refill of a certain amount of fissile material, can be added

to the individual isotopes and will be rewritten by the script into

the new user input.

Due to the characteristics of the HELIOS code, developed for

solid fuelled systems, some approximations have to be accepted.

There is no fuel salt movement in the 2D system, thus an

undesired burnup distribution arises during the 450 day cycle. The

materials are only re-distributed when a new user input is written

in each cycle over the script. The effect could be reduced by

reducing the cycle time and a re-feed of a part of the fission

products. HELIOS is a LWR code and thus a LWR spectrum is

used for the weighting of the 47 group master library. Neverthe-

less, comparisons between HELIOS-2 and SERPENT on the

isotope accumulation during the burnup in SFR have shown a

good agreement for the major isotopes [36]. The comparison of

the calculated neutron spectra of HELIOS has been compared to

different codes during the EVOL benchmark. The approximations

for the simulation of the online reprocessing and feeding as well as

the use of HELIOS 1.10 with the reduced 47 group library seem

to be adequate for the approximation level required for this kind of

long term study. Additional approximations on geometry and

modeling given by the used benchmark have to be mentioned.

Different Operational Options for the MSFR

A comparison of different operational options with the use of

different core ingredients is given in this chapter, below. In all

cases at the beginning of the operation the system is fed with the

identical TRU vector to reach criticality. During the whole

operation time TRUs are re-fed, but the TRU amounts are

different. Additionally, the fertile part in the salt in the core is

varied. One system is based on thorium as fertile material, another

is based on depleted uranium as fertile material, and the third

system is fertile free. In the systems with fertile material, the fertile

component is refilled at begin of each cycle. In all cases the bred

fissile material from the blanket is taken out of the system at the

end of each cycle. In all systems is Th-232 used as fertile material

in the blanket – real breeding of fissile material (U-233) takes

place. In each case the reactor is operated for 40 cycles with an

averaged cycle length which strongly depends on the heavy metal

load

{ 40 N ,443 days o 17720 days or , 48.5 years for the Th-232

case,

{ 40 N ,62 days o 2480 days or , 6.8 years for the fertile free

case, and

{ 40 N 513 days o 20520 days or , 56.2 years for the U-238 case

to achieve the given burnup specified per ton of heavy metal.

The keff and in core inventories of the major TRU isotopes over

burnup will be discussed. Figure 4 shows the keff evolution over the

burnup for the period of 40 cycles to reach the specified final

burnup. The initial burnup step for all three cases is configured

that the average keff is 1.0112 over the cycle. This value is taken

from the critical configuration of the EVOL benchmark definition

and is based on the criticality of the 3D system given in the

definition [13]. In all three cases, the criticality drops during the

cycles, on the one hand due to the burning of fissile material, on

the other hand due to the accumulation of fission products (see

Figure 4 left). This behavior is a consequence of the approximation

of the refill only at the beginning of a cycle and on the

approximation of a batch salt clean-up process. Both processes

refill and clean-up, would be continuous in a real molten salt

reactor. The criticality loss per cycle, caused by the approxima-

tion, significantly depends on the breeding capabilities of the fertile

component of the fuel. Thus the criticality loss per approximated

cycle is much stronger for the fertile free case caused by the small

initial amount of fissile material and the absence of breeding

processes. The slight swing in the keff curves over 40 cycles is a

result of another approximation, the constant re-feed of TRU at

the begin of each cycle.

Figure 3. Description of the calculation cycle for the simulation of a MSR.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0092776.g003

Table 1. Proportions of transuranic nuclei in UOX fuel after
one use in PWR without multi-recycling (burnup of 60 GWd/
tHM) and after five years of storage.

Np 237 6.30%

Pu 238 2.70%

Pu 239 45.90%

Pu 240 21.50%

Pu 241 10.70%

Pu 242 6.70%

Am 241 3.40%

Am 243 1.90%

Cm 244 0.80%

Cm 245 0.10%

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0092776.t001

MSFR for Transmutation
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In the following, the evolution of different important isotopes

over 40 cycles is analyzed for the three different cases. The

evolution of the isotopic content in the core of the EVOL

benchmark system based on the Th-232 fertile system with 3.6%

of the initial load re-filled at begin of each cycle is given in Figure

5. The most interesting changes during the operation time are the

built up of the U-233 due to breeding processes form Th-232 via a

neutron capture to Th-233 and b decays to Pa-233 and then to U-

233. The U-233 concentration reaches an asymptotic value

roughly after the half of the operation time. The Pu-239 is reduced

from the initial value roughly by more than 75%. The appearing

steps in the time evolution are caused by the re-feeding of TRU

material at the beginning of each cycle for burning. The other

fissile Pu isotope Pu-241 is reduced rapidly from the begin of life

(BOL) configuration, too, and it reaches an asymptotic value

already after short time. The material which is added at each cycle

is than burnt during the cycle. The Pu-240 content rises slightly at

the beginning of operation to a maximum level at ,180 GWd/

tHM and reduces than to a nearly asymptotic value at the end of

operation. The other even Pu isotope Pu-242 is nearly constant

over the complete operational period, thus at least the added

material is burnt. The americium isotopes Am-241 and Am-243

end with an asymptotic level. The amount of Am-241 is slightly

reduced from amount at BOL, while the Am-243 amount rises to

reach the asymptotic level. Cm-244 and Cm-245 amounts rise

slightly over the operational period, but both isotopes approach an

asymptotic level, too. Only marginal amounts of californium are

produced during the lifetime of nearly 50 years.

The 40 cycle evolution of the isotopic content in the core of the

fertile free system with 20% of the initial load filled at begin of

each cycle is given in Figure 6. Already a first glance indicates

some important differences for the fertile free system compared

with the thorium based system. There is no significant built up of

new fissile material due to breeding during operation, thus, on the

one hand, significantly more TRUs have to be fed into the system.

On the other hand, the initial load is much lower, since there is no

fertile material, which absorbs heavily neutrons. The amount of

fissile isotopes Pu-239 and Pu-241 is at EOL slightly higher than

the initial value, but most of the re-fed material is burnt during the

operation. The final inventory of Pu-239 is more than 60% higher,

and the Pu-241 content is even more than two times higher

compared to the Th-232 based system. The Pu-240, as well as the

Pu-242 content, rises strongly over the whole operation time, thus

the even isotopes are accumulated and only a small part is burnt.

The observed americium and curium isotopes are accumulated in

the core, too. The same can be observed for the californium

isotopes which accumulate to a final value which is ,5 times

higher than for the thorium based case.

The differences between the two cases can be explained with the

lack of fertile material. The required fissile content is slightly lower

in the starting configuration of the fertile free system, since the loss

of neutrons due to absorption in the fertile material does not exist.

In contrast to the thorium based case where the fertile material

absorbs neutrons with the result that a significant amount of fissile

material is replaced by the bred U-233 over time. To compensate

for the absence of significant breeding in the fertile free system, the

amount of fissile material which has to be added in each step is

significantly higher. Due to the comparably high plutonium

concentration in the core a competition between fission and

capture events takes place in the fertile free system. Even in the

very efficient fissile materials, like the odd plutonium isotopes, the

capture leads to breeding of higher even isotopes. Then these

isotopes have to undergo more capture events to create new fissile

material, since the even isotopes have a significantly lower fission

probability even in fast reactors. This processes and effects have

already been discovered during the cycle analysis of the CAPRA

project [33]. However, from the point of view of a short operation

time of a future transmutation facility like it would be desirable in

the case of a nuclear phase out, the fertile free option would be

significantly more attractive. One of the most interesting points is,

that the observed period in this case is only five years, thus the

reactor could be operated significantly longer in the fertile free

mode until the assumed lifetime of 50 years for the EVOL like

system is reached. Unfortunately, the fertile free configuration

cannot be one by one applied to the EVOL benchmark

configuration due to thermodynamic and chemical boundary

Figure 4. Comparison of the keff evolution over the first cycle (left) and over the operational period of 40 cycles (right).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0092776.g004
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conditions like the solubility of the transuranium elements in the

carrier salt, the requested melting temperature of the specific salt

composition, and the specific configuration required for a

successful salt clean-up system. An adoption of the salt composi-

tion would be required for an operable configuration of a fertile

free system.

In the following, the use of U-238 as fertile material is

investigated, since this configuration could be formed based on

the EVOL design with minor changes. The newest salt compo-

sition in the EVOL project has already been partly shifted to a

composition consisting of a mix of LiF with Uranium and

Thorium fluoride [34]. The evolution of the isotopic content in the

core for the case of the use of U-238 as fertile material over 40

cycles is given in Figure 7. Due to the use of U-238 as fertile

material, the Pu-239 content does not change by a significant

amount. The burnt Pu-239 is nearly one by one replaced by new

bred Pu-239 from U-238 via a neutron capture to U-239 and then

via b-decays to Np-239 and forward to Pu-239. The fissile material

Figure 5. Evolution of the isotope inventory for the case based on Th-232 fertile material.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0092776.g005

Figure 6. Evolution of the isotope inventory for the case of a fertile free core.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0092776.g006
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is mainly configured by Pu-239 and Pu-241 and there is no

replacement to another fissile material like in the case for the

thorium fertile material. The initial Pu-241 content is slightly

reduced and reaches at end of life almost the steady state value.

The concentration of Pu-240 rises over most of the operational

period and reaches about end of life (EOL) almost an asymptotic

value, too. Pu-242 stays nearly constant over the whole operation.

The same can be observed for the americium and the curium

content. Only the californium content rises.

The comparison of the three cases shows, that the reduction of

the odd plutonium is most efficient in the view of the plutonium

content inside the reactor for the case of thorium use as a fertile

material, since a major part of the fissile material is replaced by U-

233. Additionally, the amount of Pu-240 in the core is the lowest

for the case of thorium use. In both other cases the Pu-240

inventory in the core rises with the stronger increase in the fertile

free case. The Pu-242 inventory is the lowest for the case with U-

238 fertile and the case with thorium fertile. The content is almost

constant in both cases, while in the fertile free core the content

rises strongly. The higher isotopes (americium, curium and

californium) behave mostly constant in both cases with fertile

materials, while the in core contents of these elements rise in the

case of the fertile free configuration.

The in-core contents of the fissile isotopes (given in Figure 5 to

Figure 7) are only a part of the interesting information for the

evaluation of the transmutation performance, since different

amounts of TRUs are fed into the system in the initial state, as

well as in each step during the operational period of 40 cycles. The

initial amount of TRU which is put into the system for the start up

is given in Table 2 for all three observed cases. The share of burnt

material during the operation of 40 cycles with the specific cycle

length given Table 2, are given in Table 3. The unloading masses

of bred isotopes after 40 cycles normalized to the inserted TRU

inventory is given in Table 4 for all three cases.

The initial amount of TRU, to make the systems critical, is the

highest for the case of thorium use as a fertile material, since the

Figure 7. Evolution of the isotope inventory for the case based on U-238 fertile material.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0092776.g007

Table 2. Masses which are initially to be put into the core for
the three cases (thorium fertile, depleted uranium fertile,
fertile free) and whole feeding mass over 40 cycles
operational period.

Initial feed

Th-232 fertile
(EVOL) U-238 fertile fertile free

Th (kg) 30619

U-238 (kg) 30600

Pu (kg) 11079 9915 1102

Np (kg) 789 706 79

Am (kg) 677 606 67

Cm (kg) 116 104 12

fissload 6.4% 5.8% 0.6%

Sum fissile (kg) 12661 11331 1260

re-feed fissile 3.6% 4.0% 20.0%

re-feed fertile 4% 4.2%

whole feed

Th (kg) 81369.99

U-238 (kg) 80722.8

Pu (kg) 26634 25382 9701

Np (kg) 1897 1808 691

Am (kg) 1628 1551 593

Cm (kg) 279 266 102

Sum TRU (kg) 30437 29007 11086

Sum HM (kg) 111807 109730 11086

initial cycle time
(days)

450 442 45

average cycle time
(days)

443 513 62

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0092776.t002
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absorption in the fertile component Th-232 in the core is stronger

than for the fertile component U-238. The lowest initial content of

TRU appears for the fertile free core, since no strong absorbing

fertile material appears there for the breeding of new fissile

material. The overall feed, consisting of the initial feed and the

feed over the 40 observed cycles, is given in the lower part of Table

2 (whole feed). The overall feed of TRUs as well as of heavy metal

is in the same range for U-238 case and the Th-232 case. The

initial feeds are slightly higher for the Th-232 case, but the re-feeds

during operations are slightly higher for the U-238 case. Finally,

both options add up to comparable values. The overall TRU

loading in the fertile free case is by almost a factor of 3 lower in the

fertile free case, but this has to be seen in correlation with the

significantly reduced cycle time by a factor of ten (given in the last

line of Table 2).

The evaluation of the transmutation efficiency – what has really

been burnt - for the three different cases is given in Table 3. A

detailed comparison shows that all inserted materials are burnt

more efficiently when thorium is used as fertile material. The only

exceptions are the very low content isotopes Np-237 and Pu-238,

which are slightly more efficiently burnt in the case of uranium use

as a fertile material. The most important differences appear for the

major plutonium isotopes Pu-239, Pu-240, Pu-241, and Pu-242

where the burning is significantly more efficient in the thorium

based system, since this isotopes are not re-produced by breeding

processes. A view on the major plutonium isotopes identifies the

problem of a fertile free system. Only the burning of the fissile

isotope Pu-239 shows a good performance in this case and thus the

plutonium vector will be worsened strongly during the operation

caused by the loss of the fissile material share only. The efficiency

of the burning of minor actinides is comparable in the thorium and

the uranium based system, only minor differences appear. Only

the Am-241 burning is working well in the fertile free system, the

curium isotopes are accumulated in a much stronger way than in

the systems using a fertile component. The comparison of the

overall transmutation efficiency shows an efficient transmutation

in the thorium based system with 82% reduction (or 77% if the

long lived uranium isotopes are taken into account, too). The

transmutation in a uranium based system is less efficient 60% in

the considered operation time of nearly 50 years, thus there is no

gain in the operation time, but a loss in the efficiency. The use of

fertile free fuel seems to be an interesting opportunity, since the

transmutation efficiency is acceptable (71%) and the cycle time is

strongly reduced. However a method has to be found to deal with

the degradation of the plutonium vector and with the curium

accumulation in the core during operation which requires a

significant increase of the loading of fissile material during the

operation time. Additionally, a fertile free system would not be

possible based on used the salt configuration of EVOL. The

plutonium solubility would not be high enough in this carrier salt.

The unloading masses of bred higher isotopes per inserted mass

of TRU for the three different cases are given in Table 4. Here,

the tendency of the transmutation efficiency for inserted TRUs is

confirmed. The unloading masses of bred isotopes normalized on

the inserted TRU amounts are lowest for the thorium case,

followed by the uranium case. The highest amount of higher

isotopes is bred in the fertile free case. The reason for these

differences is easy to explain. The breeding process for these

higher actinides starts from the plutonium. The plutonium share in

the fissile part is lowest in the thorium case, since a major share is

provided by the U-233 bred during operation. The plutonium

share is higher in the uranium case, since during operation new

plutonium is bred from U-238. Thus more plutonium is available

not only for fission processes but also for absorption processes.

This effect is even stronger in the fertile free case, where higher

plutonium isotopes are accumulated during operation.

An evaluation of the transmutation performance in comparison

with the CAPRA concept [32] based on solid fuel is given in Table

5. It is obvious that the pure Plutonium burning is more efficient in

the CAPRA concept than in the MSFR configurations using fertile

material. Nevertheless, as soon as the view is not only focused on

Plutonium, but on the whole story of burning the transuranium

elements the thorium based core configuration is nearly as efficient

as the CAPRA concept, since in CAPRA a significant amount of

minor actinides is produced. In this concept form the beginning of

the transmutation studies the burning of minor actinides has not

been in the focus, especially due to the strong effect of minor

actinides on the safety parameters of sodium cooled fast reactors.

Additionally, it has to be kept in mind that the studied CAPRA

configuration does not result in an equilibrium composition which

can be operated under the given boundary conditions in a critical

fast reactor [33]. Thus the achieved high plutonium burning rate is

somewhat artificial. The use of the fertile free configuration would

open a new dimension for the transmutation since the transmu-

tation would be significantly more efficient, but a special salt

configuration would be required to achieve a high enough

plutonium solubility.

The value of 44.6 kg/TWthh confirms the results of the

simulations, since this value can easily be determined by a hand

calculation. The energy per fission is ,200 MeV, or 8.9*10218

kWh. This multiplies to 1.12*1026 fissions/TWh, considering

Avogadros constant and an average weight of ,240 g/mol leads

to ,44.8 kg material which has to be fission to produce one

TWthh.

Based on these positive results for the case of thorium use as a

fertile material and on the highest maturity of this proposal given

in the EVOL project, the study will be continued for this case,

now. The objective is the development of a solution for the so

called ‘last transmuter’ problem – what can be done to reduce the

TRU inventory of the last reactor core of the transmutation facility

when the transmuter has to be shut down after all TRUs have

been inserted for transmutation.

Figure 8 shows the operation of the Th-232 based system for 40

cycles using the TRU fuel for the re-fill at each step (black curve),

Table 3. Share of burnt material during the operation of 40
cycles for the different cases (thorium fertile, depleted
uranium fertile, fertile free).

burnt material in (%) in 40 cycles

Th-232 fertile U-238 fertile fertile free

Np-237 90% 95% 91%

Pu-238 54% 64% 21%

Pu-239 94% 69% 90%

Pu-240 73% 31% 52%

Pu-241 86% 73% 76%

Pu-242 62% 54% 26%

Am-241 84% 80% 76%

Am-243 55% 51% 26%

Cm-244 –26% –35% –100%

Cm-245 –250% –268% –533%

Overall 82% 60% 71%

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0092776.t003
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as it has been used before. This period is called transmuter

operation. Now, this operational mode is extended in time by 28

cycles (red curve), and the limit case with 20 additional cycles (blue

curve). This period is the so-called deep burn phase. For this

continuation no more TRUs are fed into the system. Now, the U-

233 is used as a fissile material to feed the reactor, which is bred in

the LiF-ThF4 loaded blanket of the reactor (see Figure 2) over the

40 cycles. A rough estimation indicates that the bred U-233 of the

40 cycles is enough to keep the reactor critical for , 28 cycles. The

limit of operation is the use of all bred material of all cycles by

direct re-feeding of the fissile material bred over the whole

operational period. This asymptotic approach leads to an overall

operation time of 40 cycles using TRUs as a fissile material and

over all 48 cycles using the U-233, which is bred in the blanket as

new fissile material. These 88 cycles represent an operational

period of ,108 years. The time for the operation with U-233 as a

fissile material for deep burning of TRU is strongly dependent on

the system design and the dimension of the blanket. Thus the used

value is specific for the EVOL benchmark design and can be used

as an optimization parameter. The dimension of the blanket can

be optimized, but the amount of fissile material bred is limited by

the leakage of neutrons from the core region. Thus there is

neutron physical limit for the maximal amount of U-233 which

can be bred.

The evolution of the isotopic content in the core for the case of

the use of thorium as fertile material over the extended operational

period of 88 cycles is given in Figure 9. It is easy to distinguish the

two different operation modes (transmuter operation and deep

burn phase – separated by the grey vertical line). The transmuter

operation is based on TRU feed. It can be identified by the steps in

the Pu isotope curves for each cycle. The deep burn phase is based

on the feed of U-233 as fissile material. In this phase, the steps

appear in the U-233 content coinciding with a rapid growth of the

U-233 content in the core. The curves for the TRU isotopes are

smooth in this second part, since TRU isotopes are only burnt and

not fed into the core anymore. It is obvious from Figure 9, that the

deep burn phase has the potential to significantly reduce the TRU

leftover in the core at the end of the transmuter operation. In the

beginning of the deep burn phase the content of the odd, fissile

isotopes Pu-239 and Pu-241 decreases rapidly. This period is

followed by the burning of the even plutonium isotopes, for which

it is harder to induce fission reactions.

The highlight for the change in the plutonium isotope inventory

in the core during the deep burn phase is given in Figure 10. All

plutonium isotopes are significantly decreased during the 48 cycle

deep burn phase. The major plutonium isotopes Pu-239, Pu-240,

and Pu-241 are reduced by nearly 100% from the left over of the

transmuter operation based on the case with thorium as a fertile

material. Even, the Pu-242 isotope, which is very hard to fission, is

reduced by ,98%.

The highlight on the minor actinide evolution in the core during

the deep burn phase is given in Figure 11. All observed minor

actinides isotopes undergo a strong reduction in the period where

no TRU isotopes are added to the core anymore. The observed

americium isotopes are reduced by 99% and 97% and the curium

isotopes are reduced by 90 to 60%. Additionally, there is still a

strong gradient appearing for Am-243 and the curium isotopes at

Table 4. Masses of bred material which are unloaded from the core after 40 for the three cases (thorium fertile, depleted uranium
fertile, fertile free) normalized by the over all feed of TRU material.

Unloading masses of bred isotopes per inserted mass of TRU

Th-232 fertile (EVOL) U-238 fertile fertile free

Np-238 0.0009% 0.0005% 0.0008%

Am-242 m 0.0306% 0.0380% 0.0483%

Cm-242 0.0452% 0.0668% 0.0804%

Cm-243 0.0097% 0.0145% 0.0218%

Cm-246 0.2016% 0.2117% 0.3105%

Cm-247 0.0402% 0.0442% 0.0936%

Cm-248 0.0161% 0.0199% 0.0281%

Bk-249 0.0006% 0.0008% 0.0020%

Cf-249 0.0014% 0.0018% 0.0058%

Cf-250 0.0009% 0.0013% 0.0031%

Cf-251 0.0002% 0.0004% 0.0015%

Cf-252 0.00002% 0.00004% 0.0002%

Sum 0.35% 0.40% 0.60%

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0092776.t004

Table 5. Comparison of the efficiency in burning of
Plutonium and transuranium isotopes (Pu, Np, Am, Cm)
between the MSFR and the 4/94 CAPRA oxide reference core.

kg/TWthh kg/Tweh*

Th-232 fertile Pu burnt 17.6 44.1

U-238 fertile Pu burnt 9.4 23.6

fertile free core Pu burnt 39.9 99.7

CAPRA Pu burnt 29.7 74.2

Th-232 fertile TRU burnt 23.8 59.4

U-238 fertile TRU burnt 11.9 29.7

fertile free core TRU burnt 44.6 111.5

CAPRA TRU burnt 25.8 64.5

* g= 0.4 is assumed for the conversion between thermal power and electric
power.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0092776.t005
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the end of the observation period. These isotopes are still away

from reaching an asymptotic value. Thus an optimized further

continuation of the operation, based on U-233 fissile material,

would lead to an even stronger reduction of the minor actinide

content.

In Figure 12 the detail of the behavior of the californium

isotopes shows a continuous increase especially in the Cf-252

content and a rise to a maximum value followed by a decrease for

the Cf-249. Thus a prolonged operation, which would be desirable

for an increased burning of minor actinides, improves the burning

of Cf-249 too, but it increases the production of Cf-252.

Nevertheless, it has to be kept in mind that the absolute values

of the californium production are by a factor of 104 lower than the

number densities of minor actinides. Additionally, the production

of Cf-252 will be reduced when the absolute amount of the Cf-249

decreases, since the breeding chain starts at the Cf-249.

The detailed results for the Th-232 based transmuter operation

Figure 8. keff evolution over burnup for the 40 operational cycles (transmuter operation) and the extended operation with U-233
feed (deep burn phase).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0092776.g008

Figure 9. Evolution of the isotope inventory for the case based
on Th-232 fertile material with TRU feed in the transmuter
operation and the deep burn phase using the U-233 bred in
the blanket.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0092776.g009

Figure 10. Highlight on the evolution of the plutonium isotope
inventory for the continuation in the deep burn phase.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0092776.g010
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and the evaluation of results, achieved by the adding the deep

burn phase, are given in Table 6. Here, the share of burnt material

for transmuter operation period and the transmuter operation plus

deep burn phase is presented. It is obvious, that the incineration of

all isotopes is significantly increased by the adding of the deep

burn phase. All isotopes are strongly reduced during the deep burn

phase. The major plutonium isotopes are reduced up to 98% and

more. Even the curium isotopes which are produced during the

transmuter operation can be significantly reduced in the deep burn

phase by nearly 60 to 80% compared to the over all inserted

curium. The over all transmutation efficiency is increased from

82% in the transmuter operation to 98% by adding the deep burn

phase and could even be further improved by extending the deep

burn phase. If the long lived uranium isotopes are taken into

account, the transmutation efficiency is only slightly reduced to

77% in the transmuter operation and 93% in the combined

operation.

The detailed unloading masses for all observed isotopes after the

transmuter operation which are the starting values for the deep

burn phase and the unloading masses after the deep burn phase

are given in Table 7 to evaluate the changes of the isotopic content

during the deep burn phase. In an additional column the

reduction achieved due to the adding of the deep burn phase is

presented. The overall unloading mass of transuranium elements is

reduced significantly (by 89%) compared to the input at the

beginning of the deep burn period. Even, when the produced

higher even uranium isotopes are taken into account, the

reduction is ,72%. The only isotopes, which increase during

the deep burn period, are the ones with atomic masses higher than

247. Overall, less than 7 kg of higher isotopes (isotope mass . 247)

are left after the deep burn period where a slight increase appears

compared to the 6 kg inserted at the beginning of the deep burn

phase. A significant increase appears only in the californium

isotopes, but the overall unloading mass of californium isotopes is

really limited (,1.4 kg). Especially for this value it has to be

mentioned that the uncertainties can be really high, since the

breeding requires a high number of neutron absorption reactions.

Additionally, the cross section basis for these high actinides is not

of the quality like it is available for the standard materials, often

used in nuclear reactors. Thus the absolute values have to be taken

with care, but the relative changes in the isotopic contents for the

different cases should be trustable.

Figure 13 visualizes the transmutation efficiency (details are

given in Table 3 and Table 6) for the three different cases in

transmuter operation and by adding of the deep burn phase. It is

obvious, that the incineration of the major plutonium isotopes (Pu-

239, Pu-240, and Pu-241), which represent 89% of the plutonium

content, is most efficient in the case of the use of thorium as a

fertile material and least efficient when U-238 is used as fertile.

The transmutation efficiency of all other isotopes is in the same

range for the thorium based case and the uranium based case. The

use of a fertile free core configuration is in a strong contrast. The

burning of the odd, so-called fissile, plutonium isotopes is efficient,

but all even isotopes can not be burnt efficiently. Several isotopes

are even produced (bars to the left which represent accumulation)

Figure 11. Highlight on the evolution of the minor actinide
isotope inventory for the continuation in the deep burn phase.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0092776.g011

Figure 12. Highlight on the evolution of the californium
isotope inventory for the continuation in the deep burn phase.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0092776.g012

Table 6. Isotopic vector of the uranium fuel left after 75
cycles.

burnt material in %

transmuter
operation

transmuter operation +deep
burn phase

Np 237 90% 97%

Pu 238 54% 82%

Pu 239 94% 100%

Pu 240 73% 99%

Pu 241 86% 100%

Pu 242 62% 98%

Am 241 84% 100%

Am 243 55% 97%

Cm 244 –26% 87%

Cm 245 –250% 58%

Overall 82% 98%

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0092776.t006
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in all cases. The closure of the transmuter operation, by adding a

second phase, based on the use of U-233 as a fissile material as

deep burn phase, increases significantly the transmutation

efficiency for all observed isotopes. All TRU isotopes are reduced

after this deep burn phase, most of them even by 90% (vertical

magenta line) and more. Even curium isotopes which have been

produced during the transmuter operation can be significantly

reduced in the deep burn phase.

After the operation of a thorium based system a significant

amount of uranium is left over, 6.9 tons. The isotopic composition

is given in Table 8. It is worth to be discussed what to do with this

material. The uranium contains a big share of fissile isotopes

,74% and could be used as fissile material in nuclear reactors. A

transfer into the final disposal seems not to be the aspired solution.

Nevertheless, the radiotoxicity and the chemical toxicity of

uranium are lower than the one for plutonium and minor

actinides. A more attractive solution is the transfer of the fissile

material to another country. Due to the elimination of the

plutonium no proliferation concerns would arise if the fissile

material is given to another country, as long as the proliferation

request is fulfilled which defines the maximum share of fissile

isotopes to below 20% for U-235 fissile and 12% for U-233 fissile.

These requirements could be fulfilled by diluting the remaining

uranium composition with U-238 to achieve a share of fissile

isotopes which allows the transfer to another country. This could

be ideally done by producing e. g. light water reactor fuel which

requires a maximum fissile enrichment below 5%.

Conclusions

The molten salt fast reactor seems to be the ideal system for

transmutation, if the technological challenges can be solved to an

acceptable extent. There are some specific advantages of the liquid

Table 7. Masses which are unloaded from the core after transmuter operation and after the deep burn phase.

transmuter phase deep burn phase

Th-232 fertile Unloading masses (kg) U-233 burner Unloading masses (kg) Reduction (%)

Np-237 192 140 27%

Np-238 0.28 0.23 17%

Pu-238 376 149 60%

Pu-239 857 61 93%

Pu-240 1738 60 97%

Pu-241 443 15 97%

Pu-242 783 45 94%

Am-241 161 4.0 98%

Am-243 263 18.8 93%

Am-242 m 9.3 0.24 97%

Cm-242 14 0.35 97%

Cm-243 3.0 0.09 97%

Cm-244 307 30.7 90%

Cm-245 107 12.9 88%

Cm-246 61 23.5 62%

Cm-247 12 6.88 44%

Cm-248 4.9 5.72 –17%

Bk-249 0.17 0.23 –36%

Cf-249 0.43 0.68 –58%

Cf-250 0.27 0.52 –94%

Cf-251 0.07 0.18 –171%

Cf-252 0.01 0.02 –227%

Sum 5411 575.5 89%

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0092776.t007

Figure 13. Comparison of the share of burnt material during
the transmuter operation of 40 cycles for the different cases
(thorium fertile, depleted uranium fertile, fertile free) and by a
special add on time, the for deep burn phase of TRU.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0092776.g013
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fuel based system. Due to the absence of solid fuel no complicated

production of TRU based solid fuel is required. This change

avoids all drawbacks caused by production technology, losses, and

irradiation effects known for solid fuel production. Due to the

online salt cleanup the losses of the TRU separation from the bulk

of fission products can stay in the system if the processes are

properly designed. No public issues like transport of TRU

materials, like in multi recycling schemes of solid fuelled reactors,

arise. Due to the continuous feeding mode no need for excess

reactivity is required and the related safety concerns are

eliminated. From the safety point of view, on the one hand the

strong negative feedback in the whole operational range due to

homogeneous mix of fuel and coolant is very attractive, and the

possibility of draining the core opens new features for the decay

heat removal. On the other hand a closed safety approach for

liquid fuelled reactors in conjunction with the fuel processing has

not been developed up to now. This is sure one of the major

challenges of the next years if molten salt reactors should become

attractive for future application.

Sure, there are several technological challenges to be solved.

The main challenge is the stability of the structural materials under

high temperature, high neutron irradiation, and exposition to

corrosive media. Additionally, a mature design has to be defined

for a molten salt reactor. A basic design will be the outcome of the

EVOL project. Finally, a step by step approach has to be foreseen

to gain operational experience, thus a development has to be

started with a small low power experimental machine. Such a

machine has to be planned, built, and financed. In the EVOL

project it has been shown that the material damage due to

irradiation in a MSFR is very high, but there are already some

investigations published how to reduce the neutron fluence on the

safety related structures [35].

Nevertheless, the MSFR has the described very specific

advantages. Thus it is a very attractive alternative, especially in

combination with a focus on the phase out of electric power

production in nuclear power plants, like it is decided in Germany.

The study on the transmutation has shown that the transmutation

is the most efficient in a system based on thorium as a fertile

material, but a fertile free system could be an interesting

alternative due to the very short operation time required. The

combination of the use of TRU fuel with a fertile component using

thorium in the transmuter operation followed by a deep burn

phase using the bred U-233 in the blanket leads to a very efficient

transmutation, and thus to a very small left over of TRU materials.

Up to more than 90% of all plutonium isotopes is burnt. An

overall transmutation efficiency of 97% is reached in a time period

of ,108 years. This reduction values open a completely new view

on the possibilities of transmutation, since even in the case of a

phase out of nuclear energy production like in Germany, it would

be attractive to implement transmutation when it is possible to get

rid of more than 95% of the TRUs. Especially, if the option to pass

the diluted remaining uranium without proliferation concerns is

taken into account. These results are a first estimate to

demonstrate the possibilities if a system is designed for the specific

German task of rapid burning of TRUs in a limited number of

facilities. For a more detailed analysis a mature design of a molten

salt reactor system would be required and some of the

approximations could be improved in detailed studies. The

application of a fertile free system could be promising, if the

thermodynamic and chemical limitations can be solved. The

combination with the deep burn phase could offer a more efficient

transmutation than the thorium based system, but detailed studies

are required. Additionally, there is definitely a strong optimization

potential available for the number versus the size of the facilities

which would be required as well as for the search of an optimal

operational period in the burner and in the deep burn mode.

Combining all three aspects of the study leads to the conclusion

that MSFRs can be a very attractive transmutation system.

Especially, with regard to a nuclear phase out decision or at least a

nuclear reactor park which is planned without extensive use of fast

reactors for energy production.
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